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Freezeria's father To Go! Version: 1.2.0 (1002000)armeabi-v7aPackage: air.com.flipline.papasfreezeriatogo 138971 downloads 35.28 MB (36991416 bytes) Target: Ice Cream Sandwich 4.0.1 - 4.0.2 API level 14, NDK 7 2677c0bb133f56185d76584b52f26bd added 2019-01-31 11:46:59 by newletsplay21
Papa's Freezeria To Go! 1.2.0 APK Download by Flipline Studios Your download will be available in 9 seconds Fixed issues with boot games on some devices android.permission.INTERNETandroid.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE Microsoft News: le ultime notizie in reale progress
21.0.390115602 Microsoft Corporation Papa's Freezeria To Go! - it is a cult continuation of a variety of famous culinary arcades. For players unfamiliar with the plot, let's say: your father owns a group of fast food restaurants, you also need to take on their roles a few responsibilities. You will play as a chef,
waiter, manager, and not only. In the long-awaited next section, the creators were able to increase the number of products, as well as the ability to combine. Various juicy cutlets, burgers, wings, as well as hundreds of delicious sauces for every flavor. Your task is to serve guests in a timely manner, and
you need to know where everything is, so that guests are satisfied. Rating: (3 votes, 3.67/5) Breve introduzione Permissions Build and serve sundaes along the way with a brand new version of Papa's Freezeria, with gameplay and controls redesigned for Android phones! You've just started a relaxing
summer job at a seaside ice cream shop, but things get busy when all papa Louie's customers arrive on the island! You'll need to whip up delicious freezer sundaes by pouring ice cream, adding mixables and syrups, mixing sundaes, adding whipped cream and toppings, and don't forget cherries on top
for a perfect summer treat! You'll need to multitasm between each area of the restaurant, with new controls designed to work right in the palm of your hand. Go to the Order Station to keep track of customers waiting in the lobby. Switch to Construction Station to combine ice cream and mixables for each
sundae. Jump to the Batching Station to mix the sundaes until they are blended moderately. Hop to the top station to pour whipped cream and toppings before serving sundae to your fussy customers. Each Station is a realistic experience where you'll need to drag, swipe and touch your way through the
sundae construction process. Keep your customers happy to earn points and level up. As your level increases, you'll unlock new surface layers for the store, and new customers will start visiting Freezeria! A well-made sundae also earns you tips, which you can spend on upgrading and decorating the
lobby! ** NEW FOR PAPA'S FREEZERIA TO GO ** Papa's Freezeria To Go is redesigned and For smaller screens, so your fingers won't get in the way of action! CONTROL WITH YOU YOU - You will switch stations using buttons in the corners of the screen, perfect for your thumb. You can also use the
buttons in the top corners to quickly switch Order Tickets, and you can view all Tickets ordered in zoom mode for easy reading. BUILD STATION - We've completely redesigned Build Station for smaller screens, so you can quickly and easily pour ice cream and mixables like a master! The Pour and
Bonus Meter buttons are moved side by side and are moderately sized for your thumb, so you can watch the clock and tap at the right time without any fingers blocking your vision. When it's time to choose a mixable or syrupy one, the entire screen is filled with large buttons so you can easily touch the
item correctly. MIX STATION - We've tweaked the Mixing Station upgrades to work better on small touchscreens. Once you buy the Blend Alarm upgrade, you can pull the big alarms and capture them into any blender. The boost button is also large and easy to press, and you can even use multi-touch to
increase multiple blenders at once! TOP STATION - We've brought the Topping Bin carousel from Papa's Burgeria To Go!, allowing you to top sundaes in a whole new way! Swipe the conveyor belt of Topping Bins to select the item you want to use, then grab the sundae cup to start pouring the toppings



evenly over the sundae. You can also tap a button to switch to setable items such as cherries and cookies. And with full multi-touch support, you can keep a finger sliding the crates and a touch of the cup below, so you'll have the complete sundaes in no time! NEW INGREDIENTS - We've added a lot of
new ingredients that can't be found in classic or HD versions of the game, including mixables, syrups, whipped cream flavors and other toppings that you'll unlock when playing the game. There are over 70 unique ingredients for you to explore! ** GAME FEATURES ** - Papa Louie Space Practice Ice
Cream Shop - All new controls and gameplay designed for smaller screens - Multitasked between building, mixing and topped - Shopping for upgrades using your in-game tips - 85 customers to unlock with unique orders - Challenge Closers and Food Critics - 120 In-game achievements to earn
ATTENTION TO TABLET USERS ** Papa's Freezer Is specially designed for smaller screens. If you're looking for big screen gameplay, check out Papa's Freezeria HD for tablets! External storage Write to external memory such as SD card. Internet Allows internet access. Read external memory Allow
reading from external memory such as SD card. Father of Freezeria To Go! Mod Papa's Freezeria To Go! Mod APK v1.2.1 Caratteristiche: Caratteristiche di Papa Freezeria HD Hands-on gelateria. Nuovi controlli e design di Creative. 85 customers mỗi unlock. Food critic and challenging door closer. 120
game results. Build and serve (Who phí and serve) serve) along the way with the brand new version of Freezeria Papa, with gameplay re-made and controlled for Android phones! You've just started a relaxing summer job at an ice cream parlion by the ocean, but things get busy, when all Papa Louie's
customers arrive on the island! You'll need to adapt delicious freezer cups by pouring ice cream, adding mixables and syrups, melting cream, adding whipped cream and toppeds, and don't forget to freeze on the cake for a perfect summer osseque! You'll need to multitask between every area of the
restaurant, with new commands designed for the right job in the palm of your hand. Go to the station to see the guests waiting in the lobby. Switch to the construction station to combine ice cream and mixables for each ice cream. Jump to the mixing station to mix the cups until they are mixed immediately.
Hop to the upstream station to pour whipped cream and topped before serving the ice cream to the up-to-air customers. Each station is a realistic experience where you will need to drag, touch and touch your way through the ice cream construction process. Keep customers happy to earn points and level
up. As your level increases, you will be able to unlock new store decorations, and new customers will start visiting freezeria! A well placed ice cream tips are also earned, which you can spend on upgrading and decorating the foyer! NEW PAPA'S Freezeria TO GO ** by freezeria dad To Go has been
redesigned and redesigned for smaller screens, so your fingers won't be able to get in control with thumbs- action mode! You can switch stations using buttons in the corners of the screen, ideal for inches. You can also use the buttons in the upper corners to quickly switch ticket orders and you can view
all the tickets you booked in a built-in station in mode for easy-reading. We've completely redesigned Build Station for smaller screens, so you can quickly and easily pour ice cream and mixables like a master! The Pour and Bonus Clock buttons are moved side by side and are thumb-sized, so you can
look at the watch and touch the right moment without your finger blocking the view. When it's time to choose a mixture or syrup, the whole screen is full of large buttons so you can easily touch the mix station item exactly -. We've developed Mix Station updates to work better on small touchscreens. When
you buy the Alarm Mixture update, you can drag these large alarms and activate them on any blender. The Boosters are also large and easy to press, and you can also use multi-touch to add a blender at the same time TOP STATION - We've brought the Topping Bin conveyor from Papa Burgeria To Go!
, allowing better ice cream in a whole new way! Crawl the Topped conveyor compartment to select the item you want to use, then grab the ice cream cup to start spreading even the toe on the cream transparent surface. You can also tap a button to switch to setable items such as cherries and cookies.
And with full multi-touch support, you can keep a barrel sliding finger and one by touching the cup below, so you have the cups completed in a short time new components - We have an extra ton of new ingredients that can not be found in the classic or HD versions of the game , including mixables,
syrups, whipped cream aromas and other toppings that you can unlock when playing the game. There are over 70 unique ingredients to explore . Ice cream parte practice in the Papa Louie universe - All new controls and gameplay designed for small screens - Multi-operation between construction, mixing
and topped - shop to buy updates using in-game tips - 85 customers to unlock with unique orders - Closer Door Challenge and Food Critic - 120 in-game realies to earn Be ** Note to users Dad Freezeria's Tablet ** to go has been designed specifically for small screen. If you're looking for a big game
screen, check out freezeria HD dad for tablets! The one!
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